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1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let R be an alternative ring with unity. We shall denote by U R the
 .set of units of R, that is, the set of invertible elements of R. By T U R ,
 .we mean the set of torsion units the units of finite order in R; thus,
nT U R s u g U R u s 1 for some n G 1 . 4 .  .
 .We say that R has the torsion product property more briefly, ``has t. p. p.''
if the product of torsion units is again a torsion unit, equivalently if
 .  .T U R is a subloop of U R .
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The torsion product property has been studied in various contexts; in
w xassociative division rings and matrix rings over division rings 9 , in group
w x w xrings over the integers 7 , in group algebras over fields 3, 10 and, most
w xrecently, in alternative loop rings over the integers 5 . It is a natural
 .property to study in loop or group rings since various properties of the
unit loop of a loop ring}for example, nilpotence or finite conjugacy
classes}are known to imply t.p.p. In this paper, we continue our study of
this property within the variety of alternative rings, specifically as it applies
to division rings and to loop algebras over fields.
2. ALTERNATIVE DIVISION RINGS AND VECTOR
MATRIX ALGEBRAS
An alternative ring is a ring in which the alternative laws
x xy s x 2 y and yx x s x 2 .  .
are valid, for example, any associative ring. Perhaps the most fundamental
property of an alternative ring is a theorem of E. Artin which says that the
subring generated by any two elements of an alternative ring is associative.
In fact, more generally, if a, b, and c are three elements of an alternative
ring which associate in some order, then the subring which they generate is
w xassociative 13, Sect. 2.3 . Also, if a, b, and c associate and c is invertible,
y1 w xthen a, b, and c also associate 13, Lemma 10.3.8 .
Suppose a and b are invertible elements in an alternative ring. Since a,
b, and ay1 associate, these three elements generate an associative subring
R. Since b, r , and r associate for any r , r g R, so do by1, r , and r . It1 2 1 2 1 2
 y1 :follows that the subring b , R generated by a, b and the inverses of
these elements is associative.
The following result is the alternative version of the well-known
Brauer]Cartan]Hua theorem for associative division rings. Its proof con-
w xsists essentially in verifying that the arguments in 6, p. 186 also work in
 .the alternative context. We use the notation Z X to denote the centre of
a loop or ring X.
LEMMA 2.1. Let D and E be alternati¨ e di¨ ision rings such that E : D
y1  .and d Ed : E for all nonzero d g D. Then either E s D or E : Z D .
Proof. Assume that E contains a noncentral element x and let d g D
be such that xd / dx. As noted above, the subring generated by d, x and
the inverses of these elements is associative. Set xy1dy1 xd s x . Then1
xd s dy , where y s xx s dy1 xd g E. Since x does not commute with1 1 1
 .1 q d, in a similar way we can find an element y g E such that x 1 q d2
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 .  .s 1 q d y , and so x y y s dy y xd s d y y y . If y s y , we get2 2 2 2 1 2 1
x s y , hence x s y and xd s dx, a contradiction. So y y y / 0 and2 1 2 1
 . .y1d x y y y y y g E.2 2 1
This argument shows that all elements in D which do not commute with
x are in E. On the other hand, if z g D commutes with x, then z q d
does not commute with x, so z q d and hence z as well are in E. Thus
D s E.
LEMMA 2.2. Let D be an alternati¨ e di¨ ision ring all of whose nonzero
elements ha¨e finite order. Then D is a field.
Proof. Let a, b g D and let P denote the prime subfield of D. By
 .Artin's theorem, the subring D s P a, b generated over P by a and b is1
associative. Since all its nonzero elements have finite order, D is a field1
w x11, 14.1.6 so ab s ba. Thus D is a commutative alternative division ring
w xand hence a field 13, Theorem 3, p. 143 .
We are now able to show that a result of C. Polcino Milies about
w xassociative division algebras 10, Proposition 2.1 holds more generally for
alternative division algebras.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let D be an alternati¨ e di¨ ision ring of characteristic
p ) 0. Then D has t. p. p. if and only if any two elements of finite order in D
 .  4commute. In this case, E s T U D j 0 is a central subfield of D.
Proof. If two elements of finite order in D commute, since they also
generate an associative subring, certainly their product has finite order, so
D has t.p.p. Conversely, assume that D has t.p.p. We claim that E s
 .  4  .T U D j 0 is closed under addition. In fact, let a, b g T U D and let
y1  .P denote the prime subfield of D. Since a b g T U D , it is clear that
 y1 .P a b is a finite field, so there exists a positive integer n such that
 y1 . p n y1  y1 . p n  y1 . p n y1a b s a b. Thus 1 q a b s 1 q a b s 1 q a b, show-
ing that either 1 q ay1 b s 0 or 1 q ay1 b is of finite order. In the latter
 y1 .case, since a has finite order and D has t.p.p., so also a q b s a 1 q a b
has finite order. In both cases, we have a q b g E; thus E is a division
subring of D. Since a, x, and xy1 generate an associative ring for any
 .a g T U D and nonzero x g D, letting n denote the order of a, we have
 y1 .n n y1 y1xax s xa x s 1. Thus xEx : E for all nonzero x in D so, by
 .Lemma 2.1, either E : Z D or E s D. In the latter case, Lemma 2.2
shows that D is again a field. In both cases, torsion elements commute and
E is a central subfield of D.
C. Polcino Milies has established
w xTHEOREM 2.4 10, Proposition 2.2 . Let D be a di¨ ision ring of positi¨ e
 .characteristic. Then, for any integer n ) 1, the full matrix ring M D hasn
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t. p. p. if and only if D is a field which is an algebraic extension of its prime
subfield.
As we shall soon see, this theorem has an analogue within the variety of
alternative algebras.
For any commutative and associative ring R with unity, let R3 denote
 .the set of ordered triples of elements of R and consider the set Z R of
wa x x 32 = 2 matrices of the form , where a, b g R and x, y g R . Add suchy b
matrices entry by entry, but multiply according to the following variation of
the usual rule,
a x a x a a q x ? y a x q b x y y = y1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2s ,
y b y b a y q b y q x = x b b q y ? x1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
where x ? y and x = y denote, respectively, the dot and cross products
3  .of x, y g R . Under these operations, Z R is an alternative ring with
w1 0 xunity I s known as Zorn's ¨ector matrix algebra over R. Since0 1
wa x x  .det s ab y x ? y defines a multiplicative function in Z R , just as withy b
 .ordinary square matrices, a matrix A g Z R is a unit if and only if det A
is a unit in R.
One significance of Zorn's algebra lies in the fact that a simple alterna-
tive algebra A which is not associative is either a division algebra or
 .isomorphic to Z F , where F is the field which is the centre of A. This is
w x w xa theorem of E. Kleinfeld 13, Sect. 7.3 . See also 13, Theorem 7, p. 46 .
THEOREM 2.5. Let F be a field of characteristic p ) 0. Then Zorn's ¨ector
 .matrix algebra Z F has t. p. p. if and only if F is algebraic o¨er its prime field
P.
 .Proof. First, assume that Z F has t.p.p. and suppose that F contains
an element x which is transcendental over P. We shall show that
 w x.  w x.  .Z P x does not have t.p.p., a contradiction, since Z P x : Z F . Let
 . w1 0 x w1 v x p pv s x, 0, 0 and set A s and B s . Since A s B s I, A and Bv 1 0 1
have finite order. We claim that for any n G 1,
f f vn 11 12AB s , 2.1 .  .f v f21 22
where the f are polynomials in x with coefficients in P, with f monici j 22
of degree 2n, and f , f , and f all of degrees less than 2n. This would11 12 21
show, in particular, that f / 1 for any n G 1, so AB could not have finite22
 .order, a contradiction. To show that 2.1 holds for all n G 1, we use
induction, first noting that the result is true when n s 1 since AB s
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w1 v x  .2 . Assuming 2.1 , we havev 1qx
f f v1 vn 11 12nq1AB s AB AB s .  .  . 2 f v fv 1 q x 21 22
2f q f x f v q f v y v = f v11 21 12 22 21s .
2 2 2f v q 1 q x f v q v = f v f x q 1 q x f .  .11 21 12 12 22
Since v = f v s v = f v s 0, if we set g s f q f x 2, g s f q f ,21 12 11 11 21 12 12 22
 2 . 2  2 .g s f q 1 q x f , and g s f x q 1 q x f , it is clear, by the21 11 21 22 12 22
 .induction hypothesis, that deg g s 2 n q 1 , that deg g , deg g , and22 11 12
 .deg g are all less than 2 n q 1 , and that g is monic. This establishes21 22
 .2.1 and the proof of necessity.
Conversely, assume that F is algebraic over its prime field P and let
wa1 x1 x wa2 x 2 x  .A s and B s be two units of finite order in Z F . Denotingy b y b1 1 2 2
by E the field obtained by adjoining to P the elements a , a , b , b and1 2 1 2
all the components of the vectors x , x , y , y , we have that E is a finite1 2 1 2
 .  .n < 4field and AB g Z E , which is also finite. Thus AB n g Z, n G 1 is
finite, so AB has finite order.
Remark 2.6. Let F be a field of characteristic p ) 0 and let A be a
finite dimensional semisimple alternative algebra over F. Then A is the
direct sum of simple alternative algebras, each of which is either a division
algebra of finite dimension over F, or a simple associative algebra of the
 .form M D for some n ) 1 and some division algebra D finite dimen-n
sional over F or Zorn's vector matrix algebra over a field which is a finite
extension of F. Since a division algebra which is algebraic over a finite
field is itself a field, it is clear from Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 that if F is
algebraic over its prime field P, then A has t.p.p. On the other hand,
given a specific semisimple alternative algebra A, an examination of its
simple components in the light of the results just cited makes it possible to
determine whether or not A has t.p.p. Thus the results of this section
completely settle the t.p.p. issue for semisimple alternative algebras.
3. ALTERNATIVE LOOP RINGS
We now wish to study the torsion product property in alternative loop
rings. Since the literature on this subject is by now extensive, we feel it
appropriate here to make just a few brief remarks by way of introduction.
Unless noted to the contrary, our reference for the facts we quote about
w xRA loops is 1 .
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 .If a, b, c are elements of a loop, we denote by a, b the commutator of
 .a and b and by a, b, c the associator of a, b, c. Thus
ab s ba a, b and ab ? c s a ? bc a, b , c . .  .  .  .
An RA loop is a loop with the property that for any commutative and
associative ring R with unity, the loop ring RL is alternative but not
associative. In this case, the loop L is a Moufang loop. We shall make
regular use of the fact that Moufang loops are diassociati¨ e; that is, the
subloop of a Moufang loop generated by any pair of elements is associa-
tive. An RA loop L has a unique nonidentity commutator and a unique
nonidentity associator and these elements are equal. We always use s to
denote this element. It is easy to see that s is central and of order 2. Thus,
if L9 denotes the subloop of L generated by all the commutators and
 4associators, then L9 s 1, s .
The centre of an RA loop L is the group
Z L s a g L a, g , h s a, g s 1 for all g , h g L . 4 .  .  .
Note that elements of the centre are required to associate with all other
.pairs of elements. RA loops have the so-called LC property: if two
elements commute, then one or the other, or the product of the two, is
central. In particular, squares are central in an RA loop. Also, we have the
following.
LEMMA 3.1. Let L be an RA loop and B a subloop of L which is
 :commutati¨ e. Then, for any x g L, the subloop B, x generated by B and x
is a group. In particular, B is an abelian group.
Proof. Let b , b g B. Since b b s b b , either b is central or b is1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2
 .central, or b b is central. In the first two cases b , b , x s 1 while, in1 2 1 2
 .  .  y1 .the third case, b b s z g Z L and b , b , x s zb , b , x s 1 be-1 2 1 2 2 2
cause
ab, c, d s a, c, d b , c, d 3.1 .  .  .  .
is an identity in an RA loop. Now a straightforward induction argument
 .  :making obvious use of 3.1 establishes associativity of B, x .
If L is an RA loop, we shall denote by T the set of torsion elements in
L. A p-element is an element of order a power of p. The proof of the
w xfollowing lemma is contained in 1, Theorem 6 .
LEMMA 3.2. Let L be an RA loop and let T be the set of torsion elements
in L. Then the elements of odd order in L are central and form a group A
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which is normal as a subloop of L, and the set of 2-elements of L form a
subloop T which is also normal in L. Thus T s T = A is a subloop and, for0 0
any prime p, the set of p-elements in L forms a normal subloop of L.
w xIt is known that T is finite if L is finitely generated 5, Lemma 2.1 . It is
not hard to see also that T is locally finite. For suppose that H is a finitely
generated subloop of T. If H is commutative, it is a group by Lemma 3.1
and readily seen to be finite. If it is not commutative, it contains the
commutatorrassociator subloop L9 of L. As a finitely generated torsion
abelian group, HrL9 is finite, so H is finite because L9 is finite.
In what follows, we shall need a small modification of a lemma of S. K.
w xSehgal 12, Lemma VI.3.22 which holds within the context of alternative
w xrings. The proof is virtually identical to that of 5, Lemma 2.3 and is
omitted.
LEMMA 3.3. Let L be a finitely generated RA loop and T its torsion
subloop. Let F be a field. Suppose that FT ( D [ ??? [ D is the direct sum1 n
of di¨ ision algebras and that e¨ery idempotent of FT is central in FL. Then
there exists a trans¨ ersal Q for T in L such that e¨ery unit u g FL can be
written in the form u s d q , with d g D and q g Q.i i i i i
We shall find it convenient to have a term for the set of loop elements
which actually appear in the canonical representation of a loop ring
element. If a s a l, a g R, l g L, is an element of the loop ring RL,l l
then the support of a is the set
<supp a s l a / 0 . 4 . l
We turn now to an investigation of the torsion product property in an
alternative loop algebra over a field. The case of characteristic 0 is
relatively straightforward.
THEOREM 3.4. Let L be an RA loop with torsion subloop T and let F be a
field of characteristic 0. Then FL has t. p. p. if and only if
 .i T is an abelian group;
 .ii for each t g T and each x g L, there exists a positi¨ e integer i such
that xtxy1 s t i; and
 .iii for each noncentral element t g T , F contains no root of unity
whose order is the order of t.
 .  .Moreo¨er, when FL has t. p. p., T U FL : U FT ; i.e., the torsion units of
FL are contained in the units of FT.
Proof. First, suppose that FL has t.p.p. Since any two elements a, b g T
  4 .generate a group G which is nilpotent since G9 : 1, s is central and
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wwhose group algebra FG necessarily has t.p.p., we conclude, by 3, Theo-
xrem 3.2 , that ab s ba. So T is commutative and, by Lemma 3.1, an
 :abelian group. Next, let t g T and x g L. By diassociativity, t, x is a
group G . As before, this is nilpotent and FG has t.p.p. Again we quote1 1
w x  .  .3, Theorem 3.2 to obtain ii and iii . To prove the converse, we first
 .  .argue that conditions i through iii of our theorem imply that every
idempotent in FT is central in FL. For this, let e be an idempotent in FT
and let x g L. By Lemma 3.1, the support of e together with x generates a
 . w xgroup G since T is commutative . It follows directly from 2 that e and x
commute. Thus e is central in FL, as claimed.
Now suppose we have two units a , b g FL of finite order. To prove that
ab is also of finite order, we may restrict ourselves to working in the loop
algebra of the loop generated by the supports of a and b. So, without loss
of generality, we may assume that L is finitely generated and hence that T
is finite, as noted earlier in this section. Write FT s [K , where K si i
 .FT e is a field with identity element e . Write a s k q with k g Ki i i i i i
and q in a transversal of T , as in Lemma 3.3. Since T is normal, each Ki i
is ``normal'' in the sense that for any q, q9 g L,
K q s qK , K q q9 s K qq9 , q q9K s qq9 K , .  .  .  .i i i i i i
qK q9 s q K q9 . .  .i i
 w x .See the proof of 5, Lemma 2.3 . It follows that if k g K and k g K ,i i j j
 . .  X X . .then the product k q k q9 can be written in the form k k qq9 fori j i j
some kX g K and kX g K ; thus, such a product is 0 if i / j. From this, wei i j j
m  .mobtain a s  k q for any m G 1. Since LrT is a torsion-free abeliani i
 .group, it can be ordered in a way which is compatible with multiplication
w x8, Lemma 13.1.6 . Reordering if necessary, we may assume that Tq - Tq1 2
- ??? . It is now easily seen that if the expression k q for a containsi i
more than one summand, then a m / 1 for any positive integer m. Thus
a s k q for some i and so, given any m ) 0, we have a m s kq m for somei i i
k g K by ``normality'' of K . Since a s k q has finite order but a qi i i i
different from 1 does not, we must have q s 1; i.e., a g FT. Similarlyi
b g FT and so ab has finite order because T is abelian. This completes
the proof.
The case of positive characteristic is more delicate. In the sequel, we use
I to denote the maximal quasi-regular ideal of an alternative algebra, that
is, the alternative analogue of the Jacobson radical in associative rings. In
the history of alternative rings, this radical has been described in various
ways and named after several people, including Smiley, Kleinfeld, and
Zhevlakov.
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LEMMA 3.5. Let L be an RA loop with torsion subloop T. Suppose FL has
t. p. p. for some field F of characteristic p ) 0. Assume either that L is not a
torsion loop or that F is not algebraic o¨er its prime field P. Then for e¨ery
 .finite subloop T of T , FT rI FT is a direct sum of fields.1 1 1
Proof. Suppose that FL has t.p.p. and assume first that L is not
torsion. Since all squares in L are central, we can find a central element
x g L which has infinite order. Let T be a finite subloop of T and let1
w xFT x denote the smallest subring of FL containing both FT and x.1 1
w xSince L has a unique commutator and associator, the elements of FT x1
are effectively polynomials in x with coefficients in FT , as the notation1
w x   ..w xsuggests. Let w : FT x ª FT rI FT x be the epimorphism induced1 1 1
 .  .  .by the natural projection FT ª FT rI FT . Since ker w s I FT is1 1 1 1
w xnilpotent 13, p. 250 , we claim that w induces, by restriction, an epimor-
phism of the respective unit loops and also of the respective sets of torsion
elements.
 .In fact, let a g FT be such that w a is a unit and let b g FT be1 1
 .  .  .such that w a w b s 1. Then 1 y ab g ker w , so there exists a posi-
 .n ttive integer n such that 1 y ab s 0. Let t ) 0 be such that p ) n.
 . p t  . p t  . p tThen 1 y ab s 1 y ab s 0, showing that ab s 1. Since the
subring of FT generated by a and b is associative, this argument shows1
that a has a right inverse and, in a similar way, we can show that a has a
 .left inverse also. In an alternative ring, these must coincide, so a g U FT .1
 .Notice in the above argument that if w a is of finite order m, say, then
my 1  m. p twe could choose b s a , obtaining a s 1, so that w also induces
an epimorphism of the respective sets of torsion elements. Since FL has
w x   ..w xt.p.p., so does FT x and consequently, FT rI FT x also has t.p.p.1 1 1
 .Now FT rI FT s [A is the direct sum of simple alternative alge-1 1 i
bras A each of which is a matrix ring over a division ring or ai
w xCayley]Dickson algebra 13, p. 249 , which, in turn, is either a division
algebra or Zorn's vector matrix algebra over a field containing F. We have
  ..w x w xFT rI FT x ( [A x .1 1 i
 .  . 3  . iSuppose A contains Z F . For a , b , g g F , denote by a , b , g xi
 i i i. w x3the triple a x , b x , g x of F x . Direct computation shows that the map
 .w x  w x.c : Z F x ¬ Z F x defined by
i iax v xa v ix ¬
i iw b w x bx
 . w x  w x.is an isomorphism. Since A contains Z F then A x contains Z F x ,i i
so the latter has t.p.p. Since x is transcendental over F, the proof of
Theorem 2.5 shows that this is not possible.
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 .If A ( M D , a matrix ring over a division ring D containing F, theni n
 . w x  w x.A contains M F and A x contains M F x , the ring of n = ni n i n
w x w xmatrices over the polynomial ring F x . Since A x has t.p.p., so doesi
 w x.M F x and, since x is transcendental over F, the proof of Theorem 2.4n
shows that n s 1.
It follows that all the algebras A are division algebras. Now given anyi
 .two elements x, y g T , let x and y denote their images in FT rI FT1 1 1
and x , y the components in A of x, y, respectively. Then x and y arei i i i i
torsion units in A and Proposition 2.3 shows that they commute. Hencei
 .FT rI FT is commutative.1 1
For the second part of the proof, assume that F is not algebraic over its
prime field P. Let T be a finite subloop of T. As before, we can show1
 .  .that FT rI FT has t.p.p. and that FT rI FT s [A , a direct sum of1 1 1 1 i
simple alternative algebras A containing a copy of F in their respectivei
centres. Since each component A has t.p.p. and F contains an element xi
which is transcendental over P, Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 show that each Ai
 .must be a division algebra. As before, it follows that FT rI FT is1 1
commutative and the result follows.
LEMMA 3.6. Let F be a field of odd characteristic p. Let L be an RA loop
with torsion subloop T. Assume either that L / T or that F is not algebraic
o¨er its prime field P. If FL has t. p. p., then T is an abelian group and the set
of p-elements in L is a subgroup of T which is central in L.
Proof. Suppose FL has t.p.p. Given any two elements x, y g T , the
 : subloop T s x, y generated by x and y is finite since T is locally1
.  .  .finite and so, by Lemma 3.5, FT rI FT is commutative. So 1 y x, y1 1
 .g I FT , which is nilpotent. Hence we can find a positive integer t such1
  .. p t  . p t  .that 0 s 1 y x, y s 1 y x, y . Thus x, y is a p-element. Since p
is odd and the only nontrivial commutator in an RA loop has order 2, we
 .see that x, y s 1. Thus T is commutative and hence an abelian group.
Also, since p is odd, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that the set of p-elements
in L is a central subgroup.
The proof of the next, rather technical, result is a modification of the
w xargument used to establish 12, Lemma VI.3.12 .
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose FL is an alternati¨ e algebra, where L is a loop and F
is a field of characteristic p ) 0. Suppose A is a finite normal subloop of L
which is an abelian group containing no p-elements. If FA contains an
idempotent which is not central in FL, then FL contains an isomorphic copy
 .of a full ring of matrices M K , where m ) 1 and K is a field containing F.m
Moreo¨er, if L is not torsion, we may assume that K contains an element
which is transcendental o¨er its prime field.
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Proof. Let e g FA be a noncentral idempotent and let x be an
 :element of L such that ex / xe. By Lemma 3.1, the subloop G s A, x
 .generated by A and x is actually a group. Since FA s [ FA e is thei
direct sum of fields and any idempotent in FA is the sum of certain of the
primitive idempotents e , without loss of generality, we may assume thati
e x / xe .1 1
y1 .Since x FA x : FA, we may arrange the subscripts so that
e s e x , e s e x , . . . , e s e x2 1 3 2 1 m
for some m ) 1. Set f s e q e q ??? qe . Then f is a central idempo-1 2 m
w xtent in FG and we may apply the arguments of 12, Lemma VI.3.12 to
 .  .  .show that f FG ( M K , with K ( e KG e , a field containing F.m 1 1
Finally, if L is not torsion, then L contains a central element y of
 .infinite order. Recall that all squares in L are central. If we set
 :  :G s G, x s A, x, y , all the above arguments still apply and we see1
that K contains e ye , which is an element of infinite order. Let P denote1 1
 .  .the prime field of F. Then P y ( P e ye and thus e ye is transcen-1 1 1 1
dental over P.
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let F be a field of characteristic p ) 0 and let L be an
RA loop which is not a torsion loop and which contains no elements of order
p. Let T denote the torsion subloop of L. Then FL has t. p. p. if and only if T
is an abelian group and e¨ery idempotent of FT is central in FL.
 4 2Proof. Since L9 s 1, s , s s 1, the hypothesis that L contains no
p-elements implies that p is odd. Suppose FL has t.p.p. Then Lemma 3.6
shows that T is an abelian group. Let e be an idempotent in FT and
suppose that ex / xe for some x g L. By restricting ourselves to the
subloop of L generated by x and the support of e, we may assume that L
is finitely generated and hence that T is finite. Applying Lemma 3.7 with
 .A s T , we deduce that FL contains M K , where K is a field containingn
an element which is transcendental over its prime field, contradicting
Theorem 2.4.
Conversely, assume that T is an abelian group and that all the idempo-
tents of FT are central in FL. Precisely as in the proof of Theorem 3.4 we
 .  .can show that T U FL s T U FT . Thus torsion units commute and so
FL has t.p.p.
If p is prime, by a p9-element of a loop we mean an element of finite
order relatively prime to p. The last preparatory result we require is
w xTHEOREM 3.9. 4 Let F be a field of characteristic p ) 0 and with prime
field P. Let L be an RA loop with torsion subloop T. Then e¨ery idempotent
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of the alternati¨ e loop ring FT is central in FL if and only if p s 2, or
 .i the set A of p9-elements of L is an abelian group, and
 .ii if A is not central, then the algebraic closure, P, of P in F is finite
and for all a g A and x g L, there exists r g N such that xaxy1 s a p r.
w xFurthermore, any such r is a multiple of the degree P : P .
Now we are ready to settle the case of positive characteristic.
THEOREM 3.10. Let L be an RA loop with torsion subloop T. Let F be a
field of characteristic p ) 0 and with prime field P. Then FL has t. p. p. if and
only if
 .i p s 2; or
 .ii L s T and F is algebraic o¨er P; or
 .iii p is odd, T is an abelian group, and, if T is not central, then the
algebraic closure, P, of P in F is finite and, for all x g L and all p9-elements
a g T , we ha¨e xaxy1 s a p r for some positi¨ e integer r, a multiple of
w xP : P .
 .Proof. Assume that FL has t.p.p. We shall show that the denial of i
 .  .and ii implies iii . Thus we assume that p is odd and that either L / T
or F is not algebraic over P. In this situation, we know that the torsion
 .subloop T is an abelian group, by Lemma 3.6. Let P denote the normal
subloop of all p-elements of L and consider the natural homomorphism
w xv : FL ª F LrP . Since p is odd, P is central in L and it follows easily
 < 4that the kernel of v, which is spanned over FL by 1 y z z g P , is locally
nilpotent. As in the proof of Lemma 3.5, we can show that v induces an
epimorphism of the corresponding unit loops and also of the correspond-
w xing sets of torsion elements. This shows that F LrP also has t.p.p. If
L / T , then also LrP / TrP. Since TrP is the loop of torsion units of
w xLrP, Proposition 3.8 shows that every idempotent of F TrP is central in
w xF LrP . On the other hand, suppose F is not algebraic over P. By
w xLemma 3.7, the existence of an idempotent in F TrP which is not central
w x w xin F LrP implies that F LrP contains a copy of a full matrix ring
 .M K , m ) 1, with K = F. In this case, then, we would obtain thatm
 .  .  .M F has t.p.p., contradicting Theorem 2.4. Thus, the denial of i and iim
w x w xguarantees that the idempotents of F TrP are central in F LrP .
Furthermore, if T is not central, then the 2-elements of T cannot be
central. Let t be a 2-element and x g L such that tx / xt. Denoting by t
and x, respectively, the cosets tP and xP in LrP, we have tx / xt;
 .  .  .2otherwise, t, x g P and hence t, x s 1 because t, x s 1 and p is
odd. Thus the 2-elements of LrP are not central and since 2-elements are
p9-elements, the p9-elements of LrP are not central. Now it first follows
from Theorem 3.9 that P is finite. Also, if x g L and a is a p9-element
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r r ry1 p y1 p y1 pw x <then xax s a , where P : P r. Now xax s a says xax s a y
for some y g P. Raising both sides to the power n, the order of a, we
obtain an p
r
y n s 1 because y, having odd order, is central. Thus y n s 1, so
 .  .y s 1 because p, n s 1 and iii follows.
 .To prove the converse, suppose first that ii holds and let a s a gg
and b s b g be two elements of finite order in FL. Taking L to be the1
 .  .subloop of L generated by supp a j supp b and E to be the field
 <  .  .4generated by P and a , b g g supp a , h g supp b , then ab g EL ,g h 1
which is finite, so clearly ab has finite order. On the other hand, suppose
 .  .that either i or iii holds and let P be the set of all p-elements of L.
Then P is normal in L and the kernel of the homomorphism v : FL ª
w xF LrP is locally nilpotent. Thus v induces, by restriction, an epimor-
phism of the respective unit loops and also of the sets of torsion elements.
w xConsequently, FL has t.p.p. if and only if F LrP does. Note that TrP is
  . .an abelian group in case i because p s 2 implies s g P . Also, every
w x w xidempotent of F TrP is central in F LrP by Theorem 3.9. Since LrP
w xcontains no p-elements, Proposition 3.8 says that F LrP has t.p.p.
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